
Kickoff Meeting MVP- 9.24.2019 

We generally discussed known hazards: flooding, road closures, threats to water, power outages, 
insect-borne disease, dangerous algal blooms (the latter two having come into focus this summer)  

Workshops 

Workshops are key in the process: the final report in good measure is a summary of the workshops. 
We should invite perhaps 65 people, including school representatives (Nancy Pau will contact Climate 
Café kids to see if there’s a teacher & Rick Parker will contact Pentucket plant manager Greg Hadden); National 
Grid representative; agriculture (Nancy Pau will investigate Federal Dept of Agriculture); DPW person 
(Elisa Grammer will contact Gary Bill); realtors; Essex County Greenbelt; parents; businesses; elderly 
population (COA’s Theresa Woodbury will help with this; Merrimack Valley Planning Commission 
(which has asked to participate) and other stakeholders with various viewpoints likely to contribute. 
The Core Team will send out invitations via something like evite and then follow up with phone 
calls to ensure attendance. 

The workshop participants will be broken up into assigned tables each with a HW facilitator and 
Core Team note taker. Note taking involves a state-provided matrix on a big poster—the note taker 
fills this out during the discussion.   

Work in preparation (interviews, survey, research into plans the town already has in place, MA 
climate change data, etc) will be important and will be used for an introduction at the start of the 
workshop. This introduction will describe anticipated climate changes and hazards for West 
Newbury without getting into causes of the problem or larger actions to address climate change per 
se. A large map (which can be written on) will be at each workshop table.   

The goal of the workshop(s) is to 1) prioritize hazards and vulnerabilities and then 2) identify and 
prioritize actions (which need not be limited to construction-type solutions but can also include new 
regulations, planning, etc). If the workshop is done in two parts, these are the logical divisions. This 
becomes the basis for the final report.  

It was generally decided that the workshop(s) would take place in late January or early February. If we break it into 
two workshops, they should be reasonably close in time. We will need to identify the guest list before we decide on day 
or week & timing.  

Survey 

The survey will ask residents to identify and prioritize major hazards of concern and their plans to 
cope. We also discussed West Newbury’s problems with frequent and persistent power outages and 
the WNEAC’s investigation into a microgrid. [And the explanation of that as it relates to the survey 
was re-sent to Ellie Baker.]  

Action items for the survey 

• Ellie Baker will circulate a draft of the survey 
• We will use something like Survey Monkey but also have some paper copies 
• Ideally, we will complete it in time for the Oct. 19 Climate Café and we should have it done before Town 

Meeting on Oct. 21 [?—date of Fall Town Meeting not posted on website] 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/oqk16bslbkzgnqi/West%20Newbury%20MVP%20provider%20invitation_%20additional%20information%20about%20survey.pdf?dl=0


• Elisa Grammer will make & post QRs so that people can link & fill out the survey via smart phone [It 
would be nice if we could do a MVP committee report at Town Meeting & ask people to fill out the survey, 
with the QR perhaps in Town Meeting Booklet as the last page?] 

• We will put a copy of the survey in the COA flyer and will ask COA Director Theresa Woodbury to solicit 
responses from her flock 

• We’ll link the survey to the MVP webpage and have town announcement & email blast, post alerts on WN 
facebook pages, have article in Newburyport Daily News 

Interviews 

• We will interview town staff and others on the website list and perhaps others such as Gary Bill and someone 
from agriculture, perhaps with two interviewees at a time.  

• Elisa Grammer volunteered to take notes.  
• Ellie Baker has the list and will put that in writing and develop a schedule for interviews for several weeks 

out 

Other 

• Ellie Baker has been given many of the town’s key planning documents and will let Elisa Grammer know if 
she needs additional data 

• Ellie Baker will schedule another Core Team meeting in about 3 weeks  
• Elisa Grammer has drafted the first Quarterly Progress Report and shared it with Ellie Baker—submission 

planned for 9/25/2019  

 


